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Who Are Your Leaders of 

Tomorrow?



MILLENNIALS: NOT JUST THE NEWBIES



THE LEADERSHIP TRIANGLE

•



A SHIFT IN PERSPECTIVE

Current Traits… …Desired Traits

Project managers Strategic Counselors

Satisfying clients Delighting clients

Reactive (order taker) Proactive (creative idea generator)

Afraid to fail Permission to try

Status quo acceptable Growth required and desired

Maintaining business Growing business

Working in silos Collaborating fiercely

Managing traditional account team Leading an integrated team



Normative Beliefs

• Beliefs about what clients 

value in their agency 

partner

Outcome Beliefs

• Beliefs about what Porter 

Novelli values and what 

will lead to professional 

success

Self-Efficacy

• Beliefs about what I can 

successfully achieve

Changes in beliefs, along with acquiring skills, leads to desired behavior change: 

Acting as a leader and strategic advisor



FRAMEWORK





Combination of HBS and 

Omnicom University cases

Case Study 

Based
Self assessments and 

exercises designed to 

deepen and embed learning

Self Reflection

Group learning during and 

following the program to 

foster problem-solving and 

relationship building

Peer to Peer 

Learning

CORE ELEMENTS OF GEN NEXT



CURRICULUM

• From Manager to Leader: What’s the Difference

• Leading from Strengths

• Powering Your Tribe

• Deepening Client Relationships

• Powering Creativity

• Understanding the Business of the Business

• Workshops
– Map Personality Styles of Clients

– Create Space in the Pace

– Power of Questions



KEEP THE LEARNING 

GOING

• 4-6 virtual sessions over three months

• Revisit core content from in person session

• Include time for sharing, problem solving

• Practicum: Shared additional tools, best practices



LESSONS 

LEARNED



Voices from 

the Biz

Train the 

Trainer

Balance

Theory &

Applied

A REPLICABLE MODEL

In person for 

HiPo/HiPer



FEEDBACK FROM PARTICIPANTS

“This training helped me to rethink client 

relations, team relations, and inspired me 

to do something, to change, and to take 

better advantage of my potentialities and 

to correct other less positive aspects of 

my behavior. It was a time to stop, think 

and refocus.”

“I really appreciated the opportunity 

to participate in this workshop. I 

gained some valuable insights about 

my own strengths and how the 

impact my leadership style. It was 

also a great opportunity to connect 

with colleagues from the network.”

“It was motivational but also practical at 

the same time. Great opportunity to meet 

people and also properly engage with 

colleagues from different offices…also 

great to share stories and ideas of how 

different people overcame those 

challenges.”
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